Title: 20-04528 Engineering Lab Wing (ELW) Design Studio Lab

Location impacted: Engineering Lab Wing

Description: Facilities Management and Aral Construction are currently working on the creation of new design studio lab space in the former boiler room in ELW.

In support of this work, Pacific Coast Fire Equipment will be performing a flow test of the hydrant located behind the Engineering Lab Wing.

This test will result in the release of significant amounts of water from the hydrant and could pose a slip or minor flood hazard in this area. The immediate vicinity of the hydrant will be closed to all but emergency traffic during this time.

Please respect any safety instructions or requests for space given by onsite personnel.

Time frame: Wednesday, April 10, 2024 – 9:00am-11:00am

FMGT contact: Jen Miley, Project Manager

Email address: jmiley@uvic.ca

Phone: 250-661-0981